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ABSTRACT Low earth orbit (LEO) satellite systems, an important part of the next generation of global

communication systems, have the advantages of low transmission delay, low satellite cost and low launch

cost. The construction of an LEO satellite network with global coverage has become the direction of future

space network transmission development. Although extensive research has been conducted on the routing

of LEO satellite networks, most papers focus on only space segment routing, with little attention paid to the

route between the satellite and ground station. This paper introduces the transmission scenario of ground

station switching with connected satellites and analyzes the problem of data packet loss caused by ground

station and satellite communication link switching. Two optimization strategies based on static routing and

dynamic routing are proposed as solutions to the problem of data packet loss, with software-simulated test

results showing that both approaches can effectively avoid packet loss.

INDEX TERMS Routing, ground station, satellite, switching.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the continuous development and advancement of

aerospace science and technology, space has gradually

become the focus of global attention and competition. The

number of spacecraft in space has increased rapidly due to the

acceleration of space development in various countries. Space

networks have obvious advantages over traditional terrestrial

networks in terms of invulnerability and coverage and the

ability to truly realize global interconnection. Compared with

geostationary earth orbit or medium earth orbit satellite sys-

tems, low earth orbit (LEO) satellite systems have the advan-

tages of low transmission delay, low satellite cost and low

launch cost. Therefore, construction of a LEO satellite net-

work with global coverage is an important development trend

for the next generation of global communication systems.

The integration of navigation, communication and detec-

tion is another future development trend of LEO satel-

lites [1], [2]. In addition to basic communication capabilities,

LEO satellite networks can provide diverse and customized
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services, such as navigation, positioning, remote sensing and

mapping. Due to the advantages of low delay and short trans-

mission distance, LEO satellite networks can greatly improve

the efficiency of information acquisition and transmission.

LEO satellite network routing technology involves mainly

satellite networks constructed by laser and microwave links

between the satellites and the ground, including space seg-

ment routing and satellite-ground routing.

Current research on space segment routing of LEO satellite

networks can be divided into static routing and dynamic

routing. Static routing is represented by the snap shot

sequence routing algorithm proposed by Werner [3]. The

core of this algorithm is to divide continuous time into

multiple time slices, with the node connection situation in

each time slice remaining relatively stable, such that the

dynamically changing connection relationship can be trans-

formed into multiple topologically stable static connection

diagrams. This algorithm was considerably improved and

supplemented by later scholars [4]– [6]. Dynamic routing is

represented by the datagram routing algorithm (DRA) pro-

posed by Ekici et al. [7]. The DRA uses the virtual node’s

topology control strategy to shield the impact of high-speed
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satellite movement, and each satellite independently calcu-

lates the next hop node. Other examples of dynamic routing

algorithms include the darting algorithm [8], Bellman-Ford

algorithm [9], and location-assisted on-demand routing algo-

rithm [10]. In dynamic routing, the satellite can adjust the

routing strategy as the network changes, which requires the

satellite to have on-board processing capabilities.

In addition to space segment routing, satellite-ground

routing has attracted the attention of researchers. Wu pro-

posed a method that can maintain communication under

satellite-ground link switching [11]. Yang proposed to solve

the access service resource conflict caused by satellite han-

dover [12]. Maria proposed the signal strength related to ele-

vation angle as another satellite switching standard [13], [14].

Younes analyzed the coverage time of users in LEO satellite

networks and deduced the expected inter-satellite links (ISL)

handover lower limit [15]. Hu analyzed the dynamic satel-

lite handover prediction problem to solve the problem of

multiple link state changing with the user’s mobile satel-

lite [16]. Wu summarized ISL handoff standards and pro-

posed a graph-based ISL handoff prediction framework to

flexibly merge all existing satellite handoff standards [17].

Although scholars have done substantial work on the

satellite-ground routing of LEO satellite networks, they have

focused on how to achieve efficient and stable connectivity

with the ground station when switching connected satel-

lites [18]–[20]. Little research has been conducted on the

failure of the "last hop" routing in space segment routing,

which makes satellite-ground routing invalid, especially the

problem of data transmission interruption when the ground

station and the connected satellite switch. In this paper,

we call this problem satellite-ground link switching inter-

ruption (SGLSI), which is defined as ‘‘the data packet loss

caused by failure of the original transmission path resulting

from the switching of the satellite connected with the ground

station.’’

To overcome the packet loss caused by SGLSI, we analyze

the causes of SGLSI in detail and propose two optimization

strategies for satellite-ground links based on spatial static

routing and dynamic routing. Considering the load change

of the space network, we introduce queuing delay to verify

whether the two optimization strategies are suitable for com-

plex network scenarios and perform simulation verification.

The experimental results show that the two optimization

strategies can be used in different scenarios to effectively

avoid data loss caused by SGLSI.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows.

In section II, we describe the problem of SGLSI and dis-

cuss when SGLSI will occur. In section III, we establish the

satellite motion model and the satellite-ground transmission

link model, which lead to interruption of satellite-ground

link transmission, and analyze the time of link switching.

In section IV, we propose two optimization strategies to solve

the packet loss problem caused by the switching between the

connected satellite and ground station. The feasibility of the

strategies is verified via software simulation in sectionV, with

FIGURE 1. Data packet loss caused by SGLSI.

the results showing that both strategies can effectively avoid

packet loss. Two optimization strategies are summarized in

section VI, and directions for future work are discussed.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Scholars have studied packet loss caused by satellite link

switching. Raines discovered and discussed the instanta-

neous routing loops in satellite networks due to topology

updates [20]. Partridge discussed the use of time to live

domain in the Internet protocol datagram, which refers to

instantaneous and long-term routing loops [21]. Kim ana-

lyzed the routing loop caused by path switching during call

migration in the link-oriented LEO satellite network [22].

Tang analyzed the transmission failure caused by predictable

link switching and unpredictable link switching and proposed

optimization methods based on snapshot prediction and route

multicast [23], [24]. In addition, some solutions have been

proposed to avoid packet loss caused by link switching in the

ground network [25], [26]. Nevertheless, by exclusively ana-

lyzing the packet loss caused by link switching in the space or

ground segment, scholars have ignored the path failure caused

by link switching between space and the ground.

For convenience of description, all ground facilities,

including satellite ground stations, satellite communication

vehicles and handheld terminals, are collectively referred to

as ground stations in this paper. Data transmission before and

after satellite switching should be considered in the process

of interaction with the ground station [27]–[29].

As shown in Fig. 1, at time T0, destination node ground

station BDN is in communication with destination node satel-

lite SDN, and the received data comes from SDN. Since the

transmission of data is random, it is assumed that at time

(T1 − 1T) (1T is an infinitely small time slice), BSN starts

to transmit packet P, and the destination node is BDN. At time

T0, SDN receives data packet P, but at this time, the connected

satellite of BDN has changed from SDN to S′

DN; therefore, data

packet P cannot reach BDN along the originally planned path.

As a result, SGLSI occurs.
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FIGURE 2. Cross region transmission between source node ground
station and destination node ground station.

FIGURE 3. Ground station of source node switching connected satellites.

Fig. 2 shows a complete transport path containing the

source node ground station, destination node ground station

and satellites. The figure can be used to analyze the timing

of SGLSI. The transmission process between ground stations

can be described as follows: when source node ground station

BSN sends data to destination node ground station BDN, BSN

uploads the data to the source node satellite SSN connected to

it. After passing through k relay node satellite transmission,

the data reach the destination node satellite SDN connected

to BDN. SDN transmits the data to BDN to complete the

information transmission of the whole link.

For the transmission between source node ground sta-

tion and source node satellite, at least one satellite can be

connected at all times during the constellation design pro-

cess [30]. Therefore, when the satellite SSN connected to BSN

is switched, it is only necessary to update SSN to S′

DN, and

the ground-to-satellite link is always connected, as shown in

Fig. 3.

Although coverage areas overlap, there is always an abso-

lute switching opportunity. Therefore, it may be assumed

that the transit period of the LEO satellite network relative

to the ground station is t , that is, the communication time

between a satellite and a ground station. As shown in Fig. 4,

the ground station of source node BSN transmits data at time

T0, at which time BSN is connected to SDN1. At time T1, the

satellite connected to BSN is switched from SSN1 to SSN2.

Since BSN can accurately acquire the switch timing, data

transmission is not affected; therefore, SGLSI will not occur

in the transmission between the source node ground station

and the source node satellite.

FIGURE 4. Timing of connection between the ground station of the
source node and the source node satellite.

FIGURE 5. Ground station of destination node switching connected
satellites.

FIGURE 6. Timing of the connection between the ground station of the
destination node and the destination node satellite.

For the transmission between the destination node ground

station and the destination node satellite, the destination

node ground station BDN must be connected to a satellite.

Therefore, when the connected satellite is switched, the trans-

mission from the ground station to the satellite will not be

affected. At this time, it is necessary only to update the source

node satellite SDN to S′

DN, as shown in Fig. 5.

Now, we turn to the receiving situation of the destination

node ground station. Because of the unpredictability of infor-

mation transmission, it is challenging to predict when the

information will reach the ground station of the destination

node. As shown in Fig. 6, at time T1, due to the transit of

the original destination node satellite, the destination node

satellite connected to the ground station of destination node

BDN is switched. At time (T1 − t), BDN is connected to

destination node satellite SDN, and at time (T1 + t), BDN

remains connected to the new destination node satellite S′

DN.

In terms of the source node, when there is a source node

ground station, we usually design an overlapping portion of

the coverage area for data transmitted by the ground station;

consequently, the ground station can decide which satellite to

choose at the time of transmission.

Therefore, SGLSI occurs only when the destination node

satellite and destination node ground station transmit.
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TABLE 1. Definition of the symbols.

III. MODELING AND ANALYSIS

Table 1 introduces the notation that will be used throughout

this paper.

Yan analyzed the Iridium system and noted that the typical

single-link transmission delay of an LEO constellation is

generally 10-20 ms [31]. When the network is congested,

the network link queuing delay can be as high as 500 ms.

Considering that future LEO satellite constellations will have

a global connected network framework, the number of nodes

in the network will be larger than that in the Iridium system.

Considering the large scale of the satellite network designed

in the future, the switching between the satellite and the

ground station will be more frequent. This section will design

motion model, constellation model and satellite-ground link

switching model for the LEO satellite network based on the

global interconnection, and analyze the switching types of the

satellite-ground links.

A. MOTION MODEL OF LEO SATELLITE

The motion of an LEO satellite can be regarded as a uniform

circular motion centered on the earth’s spherical center [32].

Its radius R can be derived from (1):

R = Rearth + h (1)

where Rearth refers to the earth’s radius and h stands for the

satellite’s orbit height.

The centripetal force F required for the satellite to circle

the earth is provided by gravity, which is derived from the

following (2) [33].

F = m ·
v2

R
= G ·

Mm

R2
(2)

The velocity v of the circling can be derived from (3).

v = ω · R (3)

When the orbit height h is fixed, the angular velocity ω of

the satellite can be derived from (4):

ω =

√

GM

R3
(4)

whereG = 6.67×10−11N·m2/kg2 andM = 5.965×1024kg.

B. CONSTELLATION MODEL OF LEO SATELLITE NETWORK

By considering the influence that the speed of the satellite’s

lateral and vertical movement has on the ground station,

we can predict the orbit plane of the satellite connected to

the ground station [34]. Since the earth is spherical, both the

earth’s rotation and the satellite’s periodic motion are circular

motions. Therefore, it is easier and more unified to describe

the motion in terms of angular rather than linear velocity.

We assume for the moment some important parameters of

the satellite constellation: V × N/N/F : h : i. V is the

number of satellites in a single orbital plane, N represents the

number of orbital planes, h is the orbital height, i is the orbital

inclination, F is the phase factor, which is used to represent

the phase offset angle between adjacent satellites in different

orbital planes, and (5) should be satisfied.

F ∈ [0,N − 1], F ∈ Z (5)

C. SATELLITE-GROUND LINK SWITCHING MODEL

The period of an LEO satellite network is usually approx-

imately 2 hours because of the low orbit height and high

speed [35]. In a constellation network designed for global

coverage, the first condition is to ensure that every place

on the ground is covered by a corresponding satellite [36].

To ensure complete satellite coverage on the ground, multiple
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FIGURE 7. After the mobility of the shield earth station, the satellite
connectivity is determined by LMS and VMS.

satellites will be designed to have overlapping coverage [37].

Therefore, which satellite is connected to the ground station

is a key question.

1) KEY FACTORS AFFECTING SATELLITE-GROUND LINK

CONNECTIVITY

Researchers often assume that a ground station is connected

to the closest satellite [38]. The change in the connection

between the ground station and the satellite is due to two

factors, namely, the motion of the direct orbit of the satellite

and the rotation of the earth [39].

To facilitate analysis of the switching law between the

satellites and the ground station, this paper distinguishes the

vertical movement of the satellite (VMS) and lateral move-

ment of the satellite (LMS).

VMS, which refers to the celestial movement of the satel-

lite with the earth as its circling center, is used to reflect the

motion of the satellite in its own orbit.

LMS refers to the relative displacement between the satel-

lite and the ground caused by the rotation of the earth,

in which the satellite moves in the opposite direction of the

earth’s rotation. Due to the influence of the earth’s rotation,

the ground station will move to the east relative to the satellite

network [40], [41]. Accordingly, considering the mobility of

the shielded ground station and assuming that it is stationary,

the satellite network moves westward, and the LMS parame-

ter is introduced.

The connectivity between the ground station and the satel-

lite is affected by LMS and VMS simultaneously.

As shown in Fig. 7, at time T0, the satellite node connected

to BDN is Sm,n. Since LMS is to the left and VMS is upward,

the satellite connected to BDN in the next time period should

be on the lower right side of the figure. Consequently, when

the connectivity node of the BDN is switched from Sm,n to

Sm′,n′ , (6) must be satisfied.

n′
≤ n, m′

≥ m (6)

FIGURE 8. Analysis of satellite motion under VMS by shielding LMS.

Therefore, the next satellite node connected to BDN after

Sm,n must be one of Sm,n−1, Sm+1,n−1, or Sm+1,n.

To quantitatively analyze the satellites connected with BDN

at the next moment, we separately analyze two parameters

that affect the connection relationship: VMS and LMS.

2) ANALYSIS OF SATELLITE-GROUND LINK SWITCHING

BASED ON VMS AND LMS

If we shield LMS and observe VMS, we see in Fig. 8 that

satellite Sm,n−1 starts to move at time T0 and arrives at the

position of satellite Sm,n at time T1. The time required is

defined as satellite time interval ts, which can be derived from
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FIGURE 9. Analysis of satellite motion under LMS by shielding VMS.

formula (7).

ts = T1 − T0 =
2π

V · ω
=

2π

V
·

[

GM

(Rearth + h)3

]−0.5

(7)

Now, we shield VMS and observe LMS. As shown

in Fig. 9, satellite Sm+1,n starts to move at time T0 and arrives

at time T1 at the position of the orbital surface where satellite

Sm,n was located at time T0. The time required is defined as

the orbital surface time interval tE , which can be derived from

FIGURE 10. Switching time of connected satellites caused by VMS and
LMS.

formula (8).

tE = T1 − T0 =
2π

N · ωE
(8)

Considering the switching timing, as shown in Fig. 10,

the interval between the track surface m + 1 and the track

surface m+ 1 is divided into two parts, namely, region A and

region B. The coverage areas of satellite Sm+1,n and satellite

Sm+1,n−1 are divided into two parts, namely, region C and

region D. BDN is connected with Sm+1,n, which falls in region

A in the direction of LMS and region C in the direction

of VMS. According to the analysis in the previous section,

in the next connected period, the satellite node connected to

BDN can only be one of the three nodes, namely, Sm+1,n−1,

Sm+2,n, or Sm+2,n−1. Assume that the longitude and latitude

coordinates of BDN are (α, β) and those of the satellite node

connected to BDN are (αs, βs).

Define the time at which BDN reaches the boundary

between region A and region B as the longitude arrival time

(LOAT) tα , which can be derived from (9).

tα =
π/2N + αS − α

ωE
(9)

Define the time when BDN reaches the boundary between

region C and region D as the latitude arrival time (LAAT) tβ ,

which can be derived from (10).

tβ =
π/V + βS − β

ωS
(10)

Three kinds of connectivity between BDN and the con-

nected satellite can exist after switching: switching between

adjacent nodes on the same orbital plane, switching between

32980 VOLUME 8, 2020
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TABLE 2. The switching relationship between ground station and
connected satellites.

adjacent nodes on different orbital planes, and switching

between nonadjacent nodes on different orbital planes. The

switching relationship between BDN and connected satellites

is shown in Table 2.

IV. OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY

To solve the problem of SGLSI and ensure that the destination

node can effectively receive data when the source node has

a temporary transmission task, we consider optimizing the

snapshot at the source node and aim for reliable data reception

at the destination node. This paper proposes two strategies:

the source preplanning calculation (SPPC) and the destina-

tion readdressing calculation (DRAC).

A. SOURCE PREPLANNING CALCULATION

The main reasons for the interruption of satellite-ground link

switching are the randomness of data transmission and the

switching between the ground station and connected satel-

lites. Therefore, on the basis of the snapshot routing algo-

rithm, the path fromBSN to BDN and the required propagation

time are known in advance, which enables the calculation of

the exact time stamp of the destination node satellite under the

path. Thus, a data routing strategy can be determined based on

the connection of the corresponding satellite and the ground

station under the time stamp by means of the following steps.

1. There comes a need to send data P, which can be

determined by (11):

P =

k
∑

i=1

pi (11)

where pi is a data packet, k is the total number of the data

packets, i is the serial number of the packet, that is, P is

divided into k pieces of data to be sent. BSN determines

the transmission time and records the transmission time

stamp T0.

2. BSN determines the destination ground station BDN and

destination satellite node SDNm connected to BDN at this time.

The connectivity maintaining period is tm:

tm = [TmB, TmE] (12)

TmB is the time when BDN and SDNm start to connect and TmE

is the time when the connection ends.

3. BSN calculates the propagation delay ttrans and trans-

mission delay tdata according to the given routing strategy

π based on the data size of P, the transmission bandwidth,

the satellite receiving and sending bandwidth and the buffer

capacity.

4. The reception status of SDNm is determined and, the data

packet transmission in period tm is considered. We assign

m = 1 and obtain Ptrans:

Ptrans=































k
∑

i=1

pi (T0+ttrans + tData) ≤ T1E

[

k(T1E−T0)
ttrans+tData

]

∑

i=1

pi T1E< (T0+ttrans+tData)≤2T1E−T1B

(13)

Ptrans refers to the amount of data packets transmitted in BDN.

We can also obtain Pkeep:

Pkeep

=



















0 (T0 + ttrans + tData) ≤ T1E

k
∑

i=
[

k(T1E−T0)
ttrans+tData

]

+1

pi T1E< (T0+ttrans+tData)≤2T1E−T1B

(14)

Pkeep represents the amount of data packets that are

reserved but not transmitted at SDN1. Some large data packets

cannot be transmitted in one communication period and need

to be retransmitted in the subsequent communication period.

5. Step 4 is repeated until no data packets are reserved. The

number of periods needed for the transmission of all the data

packets is M, and M path plans are developed.

The advantage of adopting SPPC is that the transmission

timing of data packets can be planned in advance, so data

packets that cannot be transmitted in one communication

period are reserved and continued in the next communication

period, thereby ensuring the integrity of the data packets. This

method is applicable for situations with few parallel tasks or

small loads. However, when the network is congested due to

high load in the network, unpredictable delays are likely to

occur, causing the propagation time calculated by the ground

station at the source node to be less accurate, thereby resulting

in transmission failure based on the established strategy.

B. DESTINATION READDRESSING CALCULATION

In contrast to SPPC, in DRAC, the sending time of the

source node can be ignored, and the analysis focuses on the

destination node satellite and destination node ground station.

As shown in Fig. 11, BDN is connected to SDN1 at time

T1 in connection period t1. SDN1 has received data packet

p1 transmitted from relay node satellite STN and sends it to

connection ground station BDN. STN then sends the next data

packet p2 to SDN1.

As shown in Fig. 12, BDN is connected to SDN2 at time

T2 in connection period t2, and data package p1 has reached
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FIGURE 11. Transmission path at time T1 in connected period t1.

FIGURE 12. Transmission path at time T2 in connected period t2.

BDN while data package p2 has reached SDN1. According

to the originally planned routing strategy, the next destina-

tion address of data package p2 sent by SDN1 should be

BDN, but the link has been interrupted and the transmission

cannot be completed. Under these circumstances, SDN1 can

transfer data to BDN by replacing the next hop destination

node, which is the core idea of DRAC. The satellite must

have some on-board processing capacity to conduct path

replacement. Given the shortage of resources and limited load

on LEO satellites, the computational complexity should be

minimized.

1. Data packet pi reaches the last satellite node SDNk in

the planned path, and SDNk looks for the connected ground

station. If BDN exists and the destination address is the

same, SDNk will send data packet pi to BDN to complete

the transmission; if there is no connected ground station or

the destination address is different, proceed to step 2.

2. Complete address searching. SDNk can roughly identify

the current connection satellite of the destination node ground

station at the current time. The calculation is as follows:

a. Record current time stamp Tnow and the latitude and

longitude (αs, βs) of the SDNk at this time. Read the time

stamp T0 sent by the packet and calculate the longitude and

latitude (α′
s, β

′
s) of the node at time T0.

b. Calculate LOAT t ′α and LAAT t ′β at time T0 and compare

t ′α and t ′β . If t
′
α ≤ t ′β , go to step c; if t ′α > t ′β , go to step d.

c. The data packet is transmitted to a neighboring node on

a different orbital plane in the opposite direction of LMS.

d. The data packet is transmitted to a neighboring node on

the same orbital plane, and the transmission direction is the

reverse direction of VMS.

FIGURE 13. The connected node of a satellite consists of two neighbor
satellites on the same orbital plane and two neighbor satellites on a
different orbital plane.

3. SDNk sends packet pi to SDN(k+1). If BDN exists, packet

pi is sent to BDN to complete transmission. If there is no con-

nected ground station or the destination address is different,

the packet is transmitted to a neighboring node in the same

orbital plane, and the transmission direction is the reverse

direction of VMS. The strategy ends.

This strategy consumes minimal satellite resources

because the satellite must consider at most two hops of trans-

mission. Next, we analyze whether two-hop transmission can

complete the strategy.

As shown in Fig. 13, any satellite has at most 4 neighboring

nodes. When the satellite is on both sides of the reverse seam,

it has only 3 neighbors.

We first analyze a satellite with four neighboring nodes,

taking Sm+1,n as an example, as shown in Fig. 14. In the pre-

vious analysis, we see there is a possibility that the ground sta-

tion switches to connect to Sm+2,n−1 after having connected

with Sm+1,n, but since Sm+1,n is not directly connected to

Sm+2,n−1, Sm+2,n is needed to complete the relay. Therefore,

in the design process, if a data shift to the right occurs, the data

are first transmitted to Sm+2,n. If Sm+2,n is not covered by the

node, the data are then directly transmitted to adjacent node

Sm+2,n−1 on the same orbital surface.
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FIGURE 14. The connected node of a satellite consists of two neighbor
satellites on the same orbital plane and two neighbor satellites on a
different orbital plane.

We now consider whether there exist other nodes satisfying

the conditions. Under the original routing plan, the default

destination node satellite is Sm+1,n. Since SGLSI occurs when

the destination node satellite and ground station switch, the

destination node satellite will begin to switch shortly after the

data packet is sent.

The connection period of the new destination satellite with

the destination ground station is on the order of minutes,

while the transmission time is on the order of milliseconds.

Therefore, even in the case of extreme congestion, the trans-

mission time will not exceed the second level. As a result,

during the connection period of the new destination satellite,

the data packet will definitely reach the destination. If the

delay is greater than the minute level, it would be better to

retransmit the data than to have the satellite look for the

address again.

V. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

This paper proposes two strategies, namely, SPPC and

DRAC, to solve the problem of SGLSI. By determining in

advance the time when data packets arrive at the destination

node and making alternative planning on the ground, SPPC

ensures that the destination node satellite is able to transmit

the data to the destination node ground station. By con-

trast, DRAC identifies the destination node ground station

by updating the route according to the calculation by the

destination mode satellite based on a snapshot.

To compare and analyze the performance of the network

when SGLSI occurs, this paper constructs a global coverage

constellation network based on polar orbit to build the net-

work simulationmodel, with constellation parameters of 11×

10/10/5 : 600km : 90. In this paper, Satellite Tool Kit (STK)

and OPNET are used to simulate the LEO satellite constel-

lation model. STK software is used to generate intersatel-

lite links and the connection between satellites and ground

stations. OPNET software is used to simulate the sending

of data packets. Because OPNET is based on event-driven

simulation, STK is needed simulate link connectivity.

A. CONSTELLATION MODEL SIMULATION

By means of STK, we establish a global network of LEO

polar satellites that has 10 orbital planes, each contain-

ing 11 satellites. The orbital height of the satellites is

600 kilometers. The network model has two ground stations,

namely, Beijing and New York, that transfer simulation data.

The simulation model is shown in Fig. 15. The New York

and Beijing ground stations are located in the rectangular

boxes, and data are transmitted from the former to the latter.

As the source node ground station, New York is used only

to calculate the route cost of data, it has little impact on

the result of the simulation. Therefore, the destination node

ground station Beijing, specifically the problem of satellite-

ground link switching, will be the focus of our study. Below

is the analysis of Beijing’s satellite-ground link switching

conducted via STK.

In STK, we simulate the connection between the satellite

and ground station for a certain period of time. As shown

in Fig. 16, the simulated starting time is 04:02:30 of

October 17, 2019, and the ending time is 06:14:30 of Octo-

ber 17, 2019. The simulation duration is 120 minutes, and the

time interval of each simulation is 10 seconds. The rectangu-

lar box indicates the position of the Beijing ground station.

During this time period, the satellite shown in the figure is

moving downward.

As shown in Fig. 17, from the simulation of the satellite-

ground connecting relationship of the Beijing ground station,

it can be seen that the switching of satellites connected with

the ground station takes place over a period of time, and

the switching time interval is basically the same. The link

holding time of the simulation model is approximately 8 min-

utes and 50 seconds. After this period of switching on one
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FIGURE 15. Model construction of the New York source node ground
station and Beijing destination node ground station based on STK.

orbital surface, the switched satellite will move to its adjacent

orbital surface. In the simulation, one of the two cross-orbital

switches is the switching from satellite 203 to satellite 303,

and the other is from satellite 306 to satellite 405. Satellite

203 is directly connected to satellite 303, so data can be

transmitted directly. By contrast, satellite 306 and satellite

405 are not directly connected, so the data transmission path

is satellite 306-406-405.Moreover, the transmission direction

from satellite 406 to satellite 405 is the reverse direction of

satellite movement (upward), which is consistent with the

analysis in section III.

FIGURE 16. Satellite-ground link switching scenario based on STK.

B. SATELLITE-GROUND LINK TRANSMISSION MODEL

SIMULATION

As shown in Fig. 18, we use OPNET to simulate packet loss

before and after switching. In section II, we discussed when

and how the problem of SGLSI occurs. Since SGLSI occurs

only at the time of transmission between a destination node

satellite and a destination node ground station, we simplify

the source node and relay nodes in OPNET. According to

the STK simulation results, 7 satellite nodes are needed to
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FIGURE 17. When the satellite-ground link is switched, the orbit will
change and can be maintained in the same orbit.

FIGURE 18. Simplified simulation diagram of source node and relay
nodes in the network in OPNET.

relay a transmission from New York to Beijing. Because the

space segment routing algorithmwill not affect the simulation

results of SGLSI, we can simulate the space segment routing

transmission using Dijkstra’s algorithm and focus exclusively

on data transmission of the destination node satellite and

destination node ground station.

Satellite switching can be classified into three situations,

namely, switching between adjacent nodes on the same

orbital plane, switching between adjacent nodes on differ-

ent orbital planes and switching between nonadjacent nodes

on different orbital planes. Therefore, our simulation must

include all the above situations. As shown in Fig. 19, before

satellite-ground link switching, the satellite connected to

Beijing was destination node satellite1, and the satellites

connected to Beijing after satellite-ground link switching are

destination node satellite2, destination node satellite3 and

destination node satellite4. The switching between Beijing

and its satellite is simulated 100 times in all three situations,

and the results are averaged. Furthermore, the ratio of unre-

ceived data packets and data packets that should have been

received in Beijing, that is, the packet loss rate, is calculated.

The simulation time is from 1 second before the switching

moment to 2 seconds after switching, which is 3 seconds in

total. The random packet loss rate of each hop in intersatellite

transmission is 1%, and queuing delay is added to the simu-

FIGURE 19. Simulation analysis of three kinds of links before and after
the satellite-ground link switching.

FIGURE 20. Comparison of the packet loss rates of three strategies with a
random queuing delay of 0 ms.

lation. The maximum transmission rate of a single satellite is

10 MBps, and the ground station’s receive buffer is 20 MB.

In this paper, the focus is the problem of satellite handoff

of satellites connected to the ground station. Therefore, the

satellite routing transmission of the space segment can be

simplified. According to [31], we set the transmission time of

the space segment to 500 ms. Therefore, under the premise

that the network has no queuing delay, the duration of the

SGLSI is 500 ms. The three types of switching are simulated

and analyzed under the strategies of SPPC andDRAC, as well

as nonstrategy transmission. When the original destination

satellite sends data, the percentage of discarded packets in the

cache queue due to failure to find the correct next hop node is

counted. In the simulation, the packet loss rate is considered

both without and with queue delay of 100 ms and 300 ms.

The respective packet loss rates of Beijing under the three

transmission strategies in the absence of random queuing

delay are compared in Fig. 20.

When the network is not busy, if no strategy is adopted,

large date packet loss is likely to occur after satellite-ground

link switching due to the change in connected satellite. In this

case, SPPC and DRAC can effectively avoid packet loss.
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FIGURE 21. Comparison of the packet loss rates of SPPC and DRAC with a
random queuing delay of 0 ms.

FIGURE 22. Comparison of the packet loss rates of the three strategies
with a random queuing delay of 100 ms.

As shown in Fig. 21, the packet loss rate of SPPC is slightly

lower than that of DRAC because the transmission of DRAC

increases the number of hops in the network, thereby slightly

increasing the packet loss rate. Therefore, the packet loss rate

of SPPC is even smaller without network queuing delay.

The packet loss rates of Beijing under three transmission

strategies when the random queuing delay is 100 ms are

compared in Fig. 22.

Because of the 100 ms queuing delay in the network,

a large continuous packet loss occurs after satellite-ground

link switching due to the change in connected satellite. When

SGLSI occurs, the packet loss rate of SPPC increases first

and then decreases, whereas the packet loss rate of DRAC

remains stable within a small range.

As shown in Fig. 23, although the packet loss rate of SPPC

can be lower than that of DRAC for a period of time after

SGLSI, when SGLSI occurs, the packet loss rate of SPPC is

much higher than that of DRAC. Since SPPC cannot predict

the queuing delay caused by congestion in the network, unac-

ceptable packet loss will occur. Only DRAC can effectively

avoid packet loss in this scenario.

The packet loss rates of Beijing under the three transmis-

sion strategies when the random queuing delay is 300 ms are

compared in Fig. 24.

FIGURE 23. Comparison of the packet loss rates of SPPC and DRAC with a
random queuing delay of 100 ms.

FIGURE 24. Comparison of the packet loss rates of the three strategies
with a random queuing delay of 300 ms.

FIGURE 25. Comparison of the packet loss rates of SPPC and DRAC with a
random queuing delay of 300 ms.

When the queuing delay of the network is 300 ms, if no

strategy is adopted after satellite-ground link switching,

packet loss will continue to increase. The number of packets

lost is close to half of the total number of packets. At this

time, the received data are no longer available.
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FIGURE 26. Comparison of the time delay of the three strategies.

As shown in Fig. 25, when SGLSI occurs, SPPC’s packet

loss time continues to increase for a period of time and

then decreases, whereas DRAC’s packet loss rate remains

stable within a small range. Without being able to predict the

queuing delay, SPPC can only partially prevent packet loss.

Only DRAC can effectively avoid packet loss when there is

queuing delay.

In addition to the packet loss rate, the data arrival time at

the ground station of the destination node is an important

research index. In the simulation, the time delay from the

original destination satellite to the destination ground station

is determined when SGLSI occurs, and the effect of the

queuing time delay on the three strategies is studied. The cor-

responding time of a single satellite should not exceed 20 ms,

including intersatellite transmission delay. The transmission

time from the satellite to the earth station is determined by

only the distance from the earth, and the orbit height is

600 km.

As shown in Fig. 26, regardless of whether there is queuing

delay, if no strategy is adopted, a large time delay is observed.

SPPC has the minimum time delay when the load is small

and there is no queuing delay. However, as the queuing delay

increases, the time delay of SPPC also increases. Therefore,

when the network load is large, DRAC can ensure a small

time delay.

VI. CONCLUSION

By analyzing the packet loss rate of zenith-passing satellites

under different queuing delays, we find that SPPC and DRAC

both effectively avoid packet loss in the absence of queuing

delay. In addition, the effect of SPPC is better than that of

DRAC because SPPC can predict which satellite will even-

tually be connected to the ground station, whereas DRAC

must pass through one or two more satellites to find it.

When queuing delay due to unpredictable factors exists in the

network, SPPC cannot prevent all packet loss because SPPC

updates the routing timetable in advance by estimating the

data transmission delay and propagation delay in the network.

Although this strategy does not consume much of the com-

puting resources of the satellite, it is difficult to effectively

identify the situation in the network. DRAC, by contrast, is a

dynamic routing strategy that can effectively avoid the packet

loss caused by queuing delay. Moreover, DRAC consumes

even less computing resources because it needs only to read-

dress the destination node satellites.

In summary, SPPC and DRAC can both avoid the problem

of SGLSI to some extent. However, SPPC requires that the

network transmission in the space segment not be congested

because SPPC cannot effectively address the handover inter-

ruption caused by unpredictable delay. In contrast, DRAC

can effectively address unpredictable network congestion, but

it needs to go through one or two more satellites to find

the satellite that will eventually be connected to the ground

station, which results in some packet loss. In addition, DRAC

must use some of the processing capacity of the satellite to

identify the satellite that will be connected to the ground

station in the next period of time, which is more demanding

for the design of the satellite.

This paper focuses on the route of the ‘‘last hop’’ of the

satellite-ground link. The selected ground station is relatively

fixed by ignoring the space segment. In subsequent research,

we will integrate SPPC and DRAC and combine existing

spatial segment routing strategies to verify the performance of

the network with respect to the whole path. Moreover, we will

consider the routing link switching of ground equipment in

high-speed mobile applications.
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